GENOMIC SIRES
PACTOLE
Blower x Fact x Zephir
He is the new number one for ISU in France at 189! This new hot bull with
incredible components (3.9%P and 5.5%F) has a great start. Pactole can also
bring superior udder health (1.3), fertility (0.8) and milking speed (0.9). Add to
this also very strong feet and legs (1.6), complete udders and type, he is a
perfect choice for robots dairy farms. He is the highest Blower son, bringing an
interesting combination with Fact. His dam gets high components and also high
production, starting her 2nd lactation with 44 kg/day on a robot farm. This
balanced medium sized cow shows a VG udder too. Grand dam and great grand
dam are also still miking on the farm! He ranks #8 in Switzerland with 1464
GZW and #32 in Italy with 1033 ITE. Pactole is BB and A2A2 and now available
both conventional and sexed.

Musolde, PACTOLE’s dam

PHENIX
Narcotic x Hamster x Espoir
If you look for an outcross bull, don’t miss this one ! Not only original,
he also ranks very high with 171 pts ISU, super components from a hard
working cow family. His dam starts her 3rd lactation and his grand dam
is her 4th lactation, both producing over 8500 kg with 4.5%F and 3.6%P.
Phenix is also a fitness specialist for long lasting cows at +1.4 udder
health and +0.9 fertility. He will add good frames with super rumps and
top lines, shallow udders with ideal medium teat length. He is AB and
A2A2, available conventional only for the moment.

Lecture, PHENIX’s dam

O MALLEY
Bender x Glarus x Dally
He is a big winner of this run with the jump of his sire Bender that added a lot
of daughters ! He is up 8 pts of ISU at 174 and ranking still in the top of most
countries ! He is #4 in Switzerland at 1481 GZW and a wow 146 udder with
987 milk ! He is 172 PPR in USA with 1.23 udder and +2.7 DPR ! In Germarny
he keeps 120 GZW with 141 udder ! And in Italy he is the best Bender son for
udder at 126. BB and A2A2, he is available sexed too.
Lilipus, dam of O MALLEY

PENALTY
Bender x King x Hard Rock

Like O MALLEY he is a big winner of this December run, another high Bender
son for components and type, from the famous cow family of Traction and
Hamster! The combination is different with King (Carter) and Hard Rock
(Payssli) and Penalty is scoring very high for udder health (+2.1), very easy
calving (91), fat% (+4.4) and overall type at +1.9! He is BB and A2A2, only
available conventional for the moment.
PENALTY

OPTIMAL
Sinatra x Blooming x Vigor
This international sire of sons continues to impress! His sire Sinatra gained many
daughters in milk and confirms the high production and functionality. A perfect
match with Fiona family! OPTIMAL is a unique combination of production (+1364)
and type (+1.5), along with positive figures in all traits. He ranks at the top in many
countries: #9 in Switzerland at 1446 GZW, and #49 both in Germany at GZW 126
and in Italy at ITE 991. He is BB and A2A2, available sexed too.

OPINEL
Sinatra x Asterix x Vasir

OPTIMAL

Like Optimal he is a winner of this run (+5 pts ISU) with the good results of
his sire Sinatra. OPINEL can bring high level of components and milk at the
same time! He has a very complete profile and will breed balanced strong
frames and feet and legs. He is BB and A2A2 and available sexed.

OPINEL

TOP PROVEN SIRES
JEROBOAM
Hulk x Payssli x Nesta
This bull keeps going up with new daughters and also many starting their second lactation. With 7 pts more ISU he is
now at +581 milk with 405 daughters and a stunning +1.9 for daughter fertility!! He is also a real « udder maker » and
a breeder satisfaction without doubts. He ranks very high in all proven lists at 169 PPR in USA and 1367 GZW in
Swtzerland!

Daughters of JEROBOAM

HAYSSLI
Payssli x Traction x Jolt
This underestimated bull deserves a special feature: he is the best french proven sire for udder and global type. At
+1.7 udder and +1.8 overall score he is in the top 10 proven bulls worldwide! His daughters keep impressing on the
field and aging very well like Payssli daughters. His famous dam Traction Fiesta EX 91 is still in production with 80557
kg lifetime in 6 lactations! If you want to breed beautiful cows with a proven bull that can compete in the show ring
but also in the barn, Hayssli can do it consistently!

Leslie, HAYSSLI’s daughter

Mafaveur, HAYSSLI’s daughter

Mapelle, HAYSSLI’s daughter

